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Limits on the Fiscal Independence of
Sovereign States in Customs Union:
4
Tax Union" Aspects of the
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, 1868-1911*
Scott M. Eddie
Introduction
Economic historians, insofar as they have attempted to deal
with Austria-Hungary as a unit, have focussed almost exclusively
on the customs union and its ramifications. 1 Economic theorists,
following the path blazed by Viner, have analyzed the welfare
gains and losses from the formation of a customs union in terms
of "trade diversion" or "trade creation" effects. 2 They have
modified Viner's original formulation to take into account
consumption as well as production effects, to consider economies
of scale and terms-of-trade repercussions, and to deal with
distortions in internal price levels away from competitive
equilibrium ("shadow") prices. 3 Still, this entire body of
theoretical literature remains in one fundamental way cast firmly
in the Vinerian mold: it all proceeds f r o m the basic assumption,
implicit or explicit, that factors of production are immobile
between the partners in the customs union.
Austria-Hungary was much more than a simple customs
union: it was a genuine common market, with full monetary
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integration and a partial tax union. Moreover, the "economic
compromise" between the two partners in the Dual Monarchy
also provided for full and free mobility of factors of production,
both labour and capital. 4 Therefore analyses of Austro-Hungarian economic performance based directly on theoretical
models of customs union risk giving a distorted or at least
incomplete picture. When factors are mobile, it becomes
necessary to draw on the theory of tax and expenditure unions, as
well to face the issues raised in the literature of "fiscal
harmonization." a
In one way, the situation in Austria-Hungary makes it "easy"
for the economic historian: a common currency from a single
bank of issue obviates the potentially thorny problems of analysis
arising from fluctuations in the exchange rate or from restrictions on currency transactions between the two partners. T h e
common currency amounted, at least, to a virtual economic
guarantee of full mobility of capital, and vastly facilitated the
mobility of labour as well. While on the monetary side
Austria-Hungary was a fully-integrated single-currency area, on
the fiscal side it became only a partial tax union and there was
no attempt whatever, to my knowledge, toward expenditure
harmonization.
To prevent distortions in commodity flows for pure taxavoidance reasons (a form of "trade deflection"), the two sides to
the partnership agreement recognized the need to coordinate
taxation, beyond merely having a common external tariff. T h e
result was the placing of the so-called "consumption taxes,"
the major excise taxes on meat, sugar, alcoholic beverages,
and (later) petroleum, in the category of "dualistic affairs"
which were to be regulated by identical laws passed in each
country. 6 There was more, however, to the partial tax union
than the requirement of identical excise taxes. In each country
there were state monopolies of salt, tobacco, and the lottery,
which played a major role in the indirect taxation system. Since,
at the advent of Dualism, Hungary took over the Austrian system
virtually intact, these monopolies of identical items operated
nearly identically and were an important extension of the tax
union.' T h e third major component of indirect taxes in both
Austria and Hungary were the stamps and fees for documentation, certifications, and other services that were part and parcel
of the bureaucratic state. These levies were essentially similar —

even identical at first — so that it is reasonable to conclude
that the tax union aspects of the Austro-Hungarian alliance
included all of the important elements of indirect taxation. 8
Again, because the fledgling Finance Ministry of Hungary
took over the Austrian system of taxation in toto with only
minor modifications in 1867, the Dual Monarchy was nearly a
complete tax union at first. There was no requirement, however,
that any but the major consumption taxes remain identical,
and both countries immediately began to make use of the wide
latitude in taxation, particularly direct taxation, offered by
the "Compromise of 1867." Both were engaged in a protracted —
one is tempted to say nearly continuous — process of "tax
reform." 9 T h e result was not only considerable divergence in
the system of direct taxes (particularly after 1873, of which I
will write more later), but also the periodic recognition that
this divergence could not be allowed to exceed certain limits.
The partners concluded supplementary tax agreements, in
addition to the provisions of the "economic compromise," which
represented a further, if incomplete, measure of tax harmonization. 10 T h e extent of tax union between Austria and Hungary
was then, to a first approximation, nearly complete for indirect
taxation but very loose and partial with respect to direct taxes.
On the expenditure side, beyond the required contribution
toward the cost of "common affairs" (about 95 per cent of which
was the cost of the Imperial Army and Navy), the "Compromise"
left both governments with a free hand. Expenditure patterns
differed widely, and the complaints about the adverse effects
on one partner resulting from the fiscal actions of the other
(especially in respect to Hungary's program of subsidizing industrial development) bear witness to the lack of any measures of
expenditure harmonization. 1 1 Since neither government had
anything resembling a modern and extensive social welfare
program, we can safely conclude that the failure to engage in
expenditure harmonization, insofar as it affected the movement
of factors, was most likely felt in the sphere of capital. 1 2
That the fiscal harmonization, or public finance aspects of
the Austro-Hungarian alliance deserve more attention than
they have received is, evident I think from the above
introduction. This paper, being a preliminary and very
incomplete exploration of the issues involved, cannot pretend to
offer any definitive answers. I would hope, however, that it might

elicit interest in the study of Austro-Hungarian fiscal policy.
One of the legacies of the bureaucratic state that was
Austria-Hungary is a rich lode of statistics, perhaps nowhere so
rich as in the area of public finance. This body of economic ore
lies almost completely unexploited. 1 3
1. Background, structure, and aims of the fiscal systems
While this paper abstracts from developments in the monetary
system of Austria-Hungary, it cannot ignore money altogether,
since money creation had been the most frequently used method
of covering deficits in the unstable, crisis-ridden financial affairs
of the government of VormUrz Austria. 1 4 In the two decades
before the signing of the Compromise of 1867, the financial
crisis reached such proportions that the Habsburg government
was forced to sell off the State railways to raise revenue. 1 5 This
measure nearly succeeded in restoring — perhaps "introducing"
is a more accurate term — some order in Imperial finances, but
war in the Italian provinces once more drove the budget into
deficit and the government to the Central Bank. Specie payment had long since been discontinued, and the Agio — the
premium in paper currency one had to pay for the silver florin —
fluctuated widely. Further budgetary strains were caused by:
the Seven Weeks' W a r with Prussia,in which defeat at Koniggratz
signaled the end of Habsburg strivings for hegemony in "greater
Germany"; and the fundamental reorientation of foreign policy
which necessitated internal political stability and led directly to
the "Compromise of 1867." These actions meant that the Dual
Monarchy began with a weak and precarious system of public
finance.
Taking into account that the debt of the Empire had been
largely the result of wars which could not be said to have
commanded widespread support in Hungary, and the historical
record of indiscipline in managing the public accounts, it is not
surprising that the issues of the sharing of the outstanding public
debt and of the ratio in which the two states were to contribute to
the costs of "common affairs" (the so-called Quota ratio) were
two of the most contentious items at the negotiations which led
to the "economic compromise," the trade and tariff alliance
which defined the economic relationships of the two partners
in the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy. This economic
alliance also included a provision expressly limiting the amount

that could be borrowed from the Austrian National Bank, and
set a ceiling on money creation. Both governments — Austria's
and Hungary's — were thereby subjected to the discipline of
the capital market, and could run deficits only to the extent of
the public's willingness to lend to them.
Direct taxes, indirect taxes, stamp and documentation fees,
and income from state monopolies and enterprises were the
components of the revenue systems of both governments at the
outset, and remained so — with of course changes in relative
importance, as we shall see — throughout the Dual Monarchy's
existence. Direct taxes included the land tax, the house and
buildings tax, taxes on personal and interest income, and an
"earnings tax" (Erwerbsteuer, keresetado). This last was an
attempt to tax earning capacity, rather than actual earnings, of
professionals and of both incorporated and unincorporated
businesses.
Indirect taxation included more than just the taxes so names:
the consumption taxes on alcoholic beverages, sugar, meat, and
(after 1882) petroleum. Stamp and documentation fees, and
the income of the state monopolies, also had the character of
indirect taxes, and indeed were included in the category of
"indirect imposts" (Indirekte Abgaben) in the Austrian statistics.
The income from State enterprises, while large in gross terms,
was on a net basis a relatively small and fluctuating source of
public revenue in both states. 16
With the advent of Dualism, the Hungarian government
embarked immediately upon a program of economic development, in which every effort was made to change the perceived
backwardness which they blamed upon a lack of autonomy in
government. 1 ' T h e situation of the capital market was quite
propitious, considering the dismal record of Habsburg finances
before the Compromise, and Hungary began to accumulate a
large debt in the furtherance of these aims, which at first focussed
on provision of infrastructure. The centrepoint was the interest
guarantees for the construction of private railways (a policy
borrowed from the Austrians), which soon gave way to a policy of
nationalization and a massive building program for the state rail
network. In the first two decades of Dualism, "one third of the
loans actually taken u p were turned to economic development
investments." 18 T h e Hungarian government was thus relieved
of the necessity to resort to crushing taxation; it could "pursue an

active fiscal policy without stifling the private sector" because
of the capital inflow which resulted from the sale of government
bonds to foreigners, mostly Austrians. 1 9 T h e Hungarian
government continued an active development-promoting policy,
albeit perhaps less successfully after the inflow began to be
much reduced in the 1890s.
T h e Austrian central government, on the other hand, carried
on a much less aggressive fiscal policy. Its history h a d been one of
promotion of domestic industry via development mostly of the
domestic market, and that via protection or prohibition, at least
since the reign of Maria Theresa. T h e Austrian government also
had to give far greater weight to the "nationality question" in
its fiscal affairs than did Hungary. As the franchise widened,
eventually to universal male suffrage in 1907, the nationality
considerations assumed ever greater importance. Even the
construction of railway lines often was dictated by nationality
considerations: they became the price paid for political support
— most often of the "Polish club" from Galicia — in the
Reichsrat.20
The ill-fated "Koerber Plan" sought to reduce
disparities in standards of living among various peoples of
Austria through the vehicle of a massive public-works program
to build canals and other transportation facilities. 21 Official
statistics of tax collections and government expenditures show
that the state budget had an important regional redistributional effect: tax collections considerably exceeded expenditures in the richer provinces (the German, Czech, and Italian
areas); the difference flowed to the eastern and southern Slavic
lands, most markedly to Galicia. It thus seems fair to say that
considerations of growth gave the Hungarian budget its essential character, while equity measures dominated the Austrian
budget.
There also existed, of course, the common budget — this
covered essentially the external affairs in which the Monarchy
faced the outside world as a unit: the military, the diplomatic
service, and the common finance ministry set u p to handle their
finances. The military accounted for about 95 per cent of the
common budget. A peculiarity of the Austro-Hungarian system
was that tariff revenue was earmarked to cover common expenses, but it always fell far short, and the shortfall was covered
in the Quota ratio. In Austria-Hungary, then, tariff revenue does
not figure into the yield of indirect taxes in either of the sepa-

rate state budgets. T h e discussion which follows, which does not
consider the common budget, does not, in consequence, deal
explicitly with tariff revenues.
2. The pattern of development of public revenues
Many discussions of public revenue are distorted, in my opinion,
because they fail to distinguish between sources which are
essentially taxes and those which are merely the ordinary business
income of enterprises which happen, for one reason or another,
to belong to the state. T o deal with both the income and the
outlays of these enterprises in gross terms, when comparing
them to other revenues, only compounds the distortion. 2 2 Even
the governments' own publications typically include only the
net income of the tax-like business operations, the salt, tobacco,
and lottery monopolies, as revenues; it is therefore inconsistent to
deal with gross receipts and expenditures when considering
other enterprises. Accordingly, the main tables which summarize the development of both income and outgo (Tables 1 and
2) include net monopoly income as an indirect tax, and if the
other government enterprises show a profit, it is entered as
revenue, whereas a net loss then is counted among the expenditures.
T h e early Hungarian data in these tables are placed in
brackets to show that they are not comparable with the later
Hungarian data because of changes in the method of reporting
used in the source. Until more detailed sources can be consulted,
it should also be assumed that the Hungarian and Austrian data
are not strictly comparable either. In particular, the use of
ordinary expenditure
and revenue since "ordinary"
is an
arbitrary definition used to suit the budget-makers of the time;
means we are dealing only with a part of government
revenue
23
and outlays,
moreover, what is "ordinary" in one jurisdiction may be "extraordinary" in the other, and vice-versa. The
data which follow, it must be emphasized, represent only a
guide for further investigation, and not a definitive
treatment
of the question.
Examining the period in which the data are presumed to be
comparable over time, if not across space (1879-1913), the total
revenues of the Austrian government — as defined in the Tables
— grew at a 3.2 per cent annual average rate, compared to a
2.7 per cent yearly average for Hungary. T h e "gross" receipts —

including the gross income before deduction of operating
expenses for the state enterprises, but excluding borrowed funds
— show less divergent growth rates: 3.5 per cent per year for
Austria, 3.3 per cent for Hungary. T h e Austrian net revenues,
since they can be compared over the entire period, exhibit
relatively slower growth, an average of 2.2 per cent annum
(comparing the 1869-1873 average to that of 1909-1913).
The Austrian Empire of the Vormarz had collected about
31.5 per cent of its total revenue from direct taxes in 1847, and
Table One indicates that this proportion had not materially
changed by the early years of the Dual Monarchy, at least in
Austria itself. 24 Despite the introduction of the income tax into
Imperial Austria in 1849 and the reforms of direct taxes in
Hungary in 1875 and in Austria in the 1890s, the share of direct
taxes in the state revenues of both partner countries declined
gradually but steadily during the course of the Dualist era. T h e
increase in the income of the consumption taxes and other indirect imposts reflected increasing incomes and higher standards
of living, as well as increases in the rate of tax on these items. The
failure of direct taxes to keep pace, whether by accident or
design, is a first indicator of the regressive nature of the tax
system in both countries (or at least that they did not become
more progressive as time passed). 25 T h e differences in the observed shares of the indirect revenue sources in Austria and
in Hungary were primarily accounted for by the vastly greater
income which Austria enjoyed from the beer and sugar taxes: in
the mid-nineties, for example, while the spirits and wine taxes
brought in very similar sums in the two countries, beer-tax
receipts in Austria were about twelve times what they were in
Hungary, and sugar-tax receipts about six times. The beer
tax alone accounted for about eight per cent of total Austrian
government revenue at this time (down from 12 per cent around
1870). T h e differences were reflections both of dissimilar
consumption preferences and of different levels of per capita
income.
During the Dual Monarchy period, unlike in the 1850s, the
sale of state properties was a negligible source of revenue; indeed,
both central governments of Austria-Hungary added mightily
to the amount of property which they owned. T h e net income of
state enterprises appears to have been of greater importance
in Hungarian than in Austrian revenues for most periods, but

TABLE 1
Distribution of Central Government Income by Source
A

(Per Cent of Total Ordinary Income)

Five-year
Average

M

01

1869-73a
1874-78
1879-83
1884-88
1889-93
1894-98
1899-1903
1904-08
1909-13

Direct
Taxes

Indirect taxes. Net income
Sale of
fees and
of state
state
Other
A'-H
monopolies
enterprises
property
A
H
A H
A H
A
H
A

32.2
[42.4]
31.9
[43.8]
30.7
37.1
31.8
33.5
298
31.1
28.1
29.1
29 1
27.9
27.5
28.1
24.8
28.5 70 4

- Austria
H - Hungary

Total
per cent
H

58.0
[53.8]
1.6
[2.8]
2.5
n.a.
5.8
[0.9]
[193]
58.2
[45.5] _ b
[9.5]
0.4
n.a.
9.5
[1.3]
[166]
63.3
42.2 _ b 1.0 0.1 1.5 5.9
18.2
130
63.8
41.3 _ b 2.2 0.1 2.1
4.2
20.9
111
64.5
50.3
2.2 8.0 0.2 1.0 3.4 9.6
112
63.9
52.0
4.6 8.4 0.0 0.6 3.3
10.0
114
64.8
52.1
4.2
10.1
0.1 0.1 1.8 9.9
125
66.6
54.3
4.4 7.5 0.1 0.3 1.4 9.8
129
61.1
3.5 1.5 0.1 0.1 1.2
8.8
151

a. 1871-73 for Hungary
b. Loss; entered in Table 8, Central Government Expenditure
Sources:

Austria: Zentralrechnungsabschluss uber den Staatshaushalt der im Reichsrate vertretenen Konigreiche und Lander fur das
Jahr... Der osterreichische Staatsshaushalt in dem Jahrzehnt 1903 bis 1912 ("Osterreichische Statistik," N.F. 12.
Band, 1. Heft, (Vienna: 1915) Hereafter cited as Zentralrechnungsabschluss and Staatshaushalt, resp.
Hungary: Magyar Statisztikai Evkonyv [Hungarian Statistical Yearbook]

since so much of outlays on railway acquisition, construction,
equipping, and the like was included in 'extraordinary expenditure', we cannot make any meaningful comparisons in
this area. Finally, if most of the unidentified 'other income'
for Hungary came from indirect tax-like sources, any differences from the Austrian revenue pattern would disappear almost completely.
Within the general similarity of patterns, however, the two
governments met their growing revenue needs in somewhat
different ways. Over the period in Austria, the income from
state monopolies and from the stamp and documentation fees
increased more rapidly than the other income here considered,
so that while together they had supplied under 40 per cent of
tax revenue (exclusive of tariffs) in 1868, they accounted for
almost half in 1913. Meanwhile, consumption taxes became
relatively less important as a revenue source, while the indirect
imposts in total were increasing. In Hungary, however, the
increase in the relative share of total revenue collected from those
indirect levies grew because the share of consumption taxes
trebled (from less t h a n nine per cent in 1868/70 to over 26 per
cent in 1911/13), while that of stamp and documentation fees
nearly doubled (8.6 per cent to over 15 per cent). The state
monopolies, on the other hand, declined in relative importance,
as their share in total revenue collections fell from more than 27
per cent to less than 21 per cent.
Both Austria and Hungary were involved in a protracted
process of 'tax reform' throughout nearly the entire Dual
Monarchy epoch. T h e indirect taxes underwent considerable
modification in both countries throughout the 1880s. One of
the most important of these modifications was a great increase
in the tax on alcoholic spirits (the 'brandy tax'): in Austria its
revenue tripled from 6.7 million florins in 1887 to 29.2 millions
in 1889; in Hungary the increase in the spirits tax served as the
very cornerstone of Premier Kalman Tisza's three-year plan
(introduced 1887) to bring balance to the Hungarian budget.
Changing the sugar tax from a tax on input (beets) to output
(sugar produced) proved a particular boon to the Hungarian
sugar industry, which processed beets of lower sugar content
than did the Bohemian mills. Along with a boom in production came, of course, a flood of revenue: the Hungarian government's income f r o m this source multiplied tenfold by 1913,

compared to the levels of the middle 1880s. At the same time, the
much larger Austrian sugar tax revenues became relatively
less important. T h e third principal change in the indirect taxes,
the introduction of the petroleum tax in 1882, has already been
mentioned.
T h e reforms of the 1880s meant more to Hungary than to
Austria, as the following figures clearly demonstrate:
Revenues from Consumption
Year

Austria

1889
1890
1891
1892
1893

114
121
120
129
133

Taxes (1887= 100)
Hungary
127
138
147
159
188

Hungarian revenues from the consumption taxes, were only
45 per cent of Austrian revenues in 1887, 63 per cent in 1893,
and increased to fully 80 per cent of the Austrian total in 1913.
We may note additionally that after 1888, the rebate of consumption taxes on exports was paid from consumption tax
revenue, rather than from tariff revenue. Since 80 per cent or
more of these rebates went to Austrian producers, but common
expenditures not covered by tariff revenue were shared roughly
70:30 between Austria and Hungary, this change in the source of
rebates was to Hungary's advantage. Finally, the 1899 renewal
of the 'Economic Compromise' contained a provision long sought
by the Hungarians: that consumption taxes, collected at point
of production, would henceforth flow into the Treasury of the
country in which the items were consumed.
T h e direct taxes, which has already assumed their essential
form in the 1820s, continued nearly unchanged — except for
the introduction of the income tax in 1849 — until the 'reforms'
which began in 1896. These reforms, still incomplete when the
War broke out, were designed to reduce the taxes on real
property and to compensate for this reduction by increasing the
income tax. T h e earnings tax already discriminated very strongly
against limited corporations (with rates two to four times as high
as those for unincorporated businesses). This discrimination
was further intensified in the tax reform by the addition of
a transitional surcharge on the earnings tax for joint-stock
companies. In all, the 1896 reform in Austria has been labelled

'a signal triumph for the agrarian interests' and a manifestation of 'the prevailing bitterness against large-scale enterprise'. 26
As a result both of the reforms and of growing incomes,
income tax receipts in Austria increased from about 35 million
crowns (roughly £ IV4 million) in 1898 to 101 millions (about
million) in 1913, b u t even the latter figure represented
less than 5 per cent of total ordinary revenue for the Austrian
government. The Hungarian income tax, despite its nominally
wider range and somewhat more progressive structure, was an
even less important revenue source than its Austrian counterpart.
A further reform to add both more 'bite' and more progressivity
to the Hungarian income tax was introduced in 1909, but implementation was postponed, and then the First World War
intervened.
While the sums collected from the direct taxes increased
steadily, the indirect forms of extracting revenue from the public
gained in relative importance as the period progressed. Given the
structure of the increase, it is likely that both countries' taxation
systems became more regressive in the process. This would seem
to be particularly true for Hungary: total revenue from the
consumption excises expanded to more than eleven times its
initial level and the stamps and fees income more than sextupled (this latter is probably an index of increased bureaucratisation as well). Income from direct tax collections, on the
other hand, grew at a slower-than-average rate, so that these
revenues reached only 2-2/3 times their 1868-70 levels by
1911-13, whereas the total non-tariff, non-enterprise revenue
expanded to 3-2/3 times its initial level over the same period.
Since customs revenues nearly sextupled, i.e., increased more
rapidly than total internal tax collections in either Austria or
Hungary, we can conclude that the consumers of the Habsburg
Empire were in this fashion yet further burdened by the weight
of indirect taxation.
3. The pattern of development of public
expenditures
While the structure of revenues for Austria and Hungary
appeared very similar, more divergence can be noted in their
patterns of expenditure (see Table 2). Because the Quota ratio
(63.6 : 36.4 in the 1907 agreement) was much larger than the
ratio of the two governments' expenditures, 'common affairs'
account for a significantly larger share of Austrian than of

TABLE 2
Distribution of Central Government Expenditure
(Per Cent of Total Ordinary Expenditure)
A - Austria
H - Hungary
Five -year
Average
3

h-

1869-73
1874-78
1879-83
1884-88
1889-93
1894-98
1899-1903
1904-08
1909-13

Common
Affairs
A
H
27.5
28.9
27.4
25.5
20.4
19.6
17.2
17.4
19.7

[16.4]
[18.6]
15.8
15.0
11.8
10.5
11.9
12.2
14.3

Home
Defence
Corps
A
H
2.6
2.7
2.6
3.4
4.8
5.3
5.9
6.3
7.5

[2.8]
[2.7]
2.5
3.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
4.6
5.9

A

Debt
Service
H

36.5
33.0
36.4
36.7
41.9
40.9
36.4
33.8
32.5

[29.1]
[33.9]
49.4
46.1
46.0
40.7
36.7C
31.5
26.0C

Internal
Net Loss
Parliament
Governments; on State
Subsidies
Enterprises
A
H
A
H
A
H
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

a. 1871-73 or Hungary
b. Net income; entered in Table 1, Central Government Income
c. Four-year average
Sources: See Table 1.

[0.6]
[0.5]
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3

27.7
30.5
27.6
25.7
27.4
28.7
34.2
35.5
32.7

[45.3]
[38.9]
18.9
21.2
24.4
27.5
34.1
46.0
41.0

Pensions
A

H

Total
Other
per
A

H

A - H
cent

_b
_b
4.5
[1.2]
1.0
[4.6]
[128]
0.1
_b
4.1
[1.4]
0.2
[3.9]
[135]
1.3
_b
43
15
11.5
123
3.6
_b 4 7 1 8
124
121
_b
_b
50
23
03 9.9
118
_b
52
22
134
110
_b
_b
6.0
2.5
- 9.3
120
_b
_b
6.7
2.8
- 2.5
118
_b
_b
7.2
2.8
9 6
119

Hungarian outlays. Relatively small, and essentially similar
shares of total expenditure were devoted to the home defence
corps and the parliaments of the two states; and while pensions
absorbed a considerably larger share of the Austrian budget,
they were growing more rapidly as a proportion of Hungarian
government outlays. The principal differences emerge in the
two largest expenditure
categories, namely: debt service and
the cost of internal
government.
Nearly half of Hungary's budget in the early 1880s was spent
on servicing her accumulated debt, and it still claimed over 40
per cent in the late 90s. T h e reduction in this share began in
the 1890s and continued until only a little over one quarter of
the total budget had to be set aside for debt service by the end
of the period. Over the same time span Table 2 reveals some
slight reduction in the proportion of debt service in the Austrian
budget; the change is not nearly so dramatic, however, and
the debt service component is virtually the same size relative
to the total budget as it was in the late 1870s. T h e explanation for
these dissimilar trends is to be found primarily in the Hungarian
government's greater involvement in infrastructure investment,
in the different timing of railway nationalization in the two
countries, and in the phasing of capital flow between Austria and
Hungary.
The costs of internal government included the outlays of
the various ministries of the two states (except that the railway
department, elevated to ministry status in Austria in 1890, was
included with state enterprises) and such subsidies (other than
to state-owned enterprises) as were specifically reported in the
accounting summaries. Once the critical first needs were met,
and Hungarian finances achieved a certain order, the activities of the government in this 'internal' sphere began to quickly
grow. While the counterpart share in the Austrian government's
outlays grew as well, the more rapid increase in this category
of expenditure for Hungary is explained mainly by the faster
growth of the interior and finance ministries in Hungary, and
the even more rapid increase in expenditures on education (from
less than 3 per cent of the budget in the late 1880s and early
1890s, to just over 9 per cent by 1913). The 'other expenditures,'
substantial in most periods for Hungary, are not further
identified, but there is some likelihood that they might fall under
the 'internal government and subsidies' rubric, further sharpen-

ing the contrast between the Hungarian and Austrian patterns.
Using the same periods of comparison as earlier for revenues,
we find that the net ordinary expenditure of the Hungarian
government increased at an average annual rate slightly in excess
of 2.7 per cent, while in Austria the growth rate was just over 2.6
per cent (2.1 per cent 1869/73 to 1909/13). In gross terms, i.e.,
including the gross outlays reported for all state enterprises,
the rates of increase for Austria and Hungary in the 1881/81 1911/13 period were 3.2 per cent and 3.7 per cent, respectively.
The simple comparison of revenue and expenditure growth of
the two central governments can be very misleading, however,
since the importance of lower levels of government could have
been considerable. There was no direct equivalent in Hungary
of the Lander (provincial) governments in Austria. T h e next
level below the central government in Hungary was the county
(megye); below that came the municipal, or community (kdzseg)
governments. T h e study of these lower levels of government is
a statistical terra incognita, but it is known that in both Austria
and Hungary the outlays of these lesser governments grew more
rapidly than those of the central governments. Austrian Lander
were spending about 200 million crowns a year by the outbreak of
the war, and the Hungarian counties and towns about 150
million. 27 These sums amount in each case to roughly oneeighth to one-seventh of the outlays of the central government.
Were all revenues and expenditures — extraordinary as well as
ordinary — included in our analysis, these fractions would shrink
dramatically. Continuing our exclusive concern with the central
governments does not vitiate any conclusions we might be able
to draw concerning the impact of government fiscal operations on the economies of Austria and Hungary.
If we were able to include these lower governments in our
fiscal considerations, they would likely only reinforce, rather
than alter the patterns observed. In Austria's case for example,
the likely effect would have been to increase the share of "internal
government" on the expenditure side, and to reduce all others
(except perhaps "debt service," but since there are no data
whatever on debts of the Lander, it is impossible to tell). In
Hungary, the same should have been the case. Since in both
countries the revenues of the lower governments came from
surtaxes on the direct and indirect taxes, and since the 1896 tax
reform in Austria increasingly turned over the real estate taxes

to provincial jurisdiction, inclusion of these governments' tax
receipts on the revenue side might slightly increase the share
of taxation in total revenue, but no significant change is to
be expected.
4. Governments in the capital market: the financing of deficits
In the preceding section, treating as it does only ordinary income and outlay, a discussion of government surplus or deficit
was not appropriate. For this, total expenditure and total
revenue must be considered. Alas, sources differ on the course
of deficits or surpluses for the two governments. 2 8 T h e most
reliable secondary source for Hungary shows a deficit every year
from 1869 through 1889, 29 while the State Accounting Office,
in its report to Parliament in February of 1900, indicated deficits
only in the years 18 7 3-18 82. 3 0 Reforms by two successive Finance Ministers succeeded in raising the gross revenues of the
Hungarian central government by 60 per cent, (1886-1893)
which produced an essential balance in its finances until 1900.
From the turn of the century to the end of the period under
review, growing deficits characterized Hungarian government
finance. 31
The difficulty of financing her deficits weighed rather heavily
on Hungary during the early years of the Monarchy, producing the threat of state bankruptcy and a touch-and-go situation
in the Summer of 1873. T h e crisis was overcome with the placing
of a long-term issue of 153 million florins, and the situation was
further, if rather paradoxically, ameliorated by the consequences
of the Crash of 1873. T h e excesses of the pre-1873 boom in
Austria produced both a private and an official reaction; the
former manifested itself in a general reluctance to invest in
private bonds and shares, the latter in legislation more strictly
regulating and circumscribing such investment. A large pool of
savings sought other, safer outlets, and Hungarian government
securities appealed to an increasing n u m b e r of Austrian
investors. 32
Capital market conditions all over Europe became very
favourable in the 1880s, and the flow of foreign savings into
Hungarian government securities became a veritable flood. By
1878, more t h a n one-seventh of all outstanding Hungarian
government debt was held by Austrians, and in 1893 in excess of
three-fifths was in Austrian hands. Of the balance, about even

shares were owned by Hungarians and by the aggregate of all
other foreigners except Austrians. The Hungarian government
was able to push forward with its infrastructure program, including the nationalization of the railways, without being forced
to raise taxes to the point where it would have severely hindered
private investment. 3 3 By permitting the Hungarian government
to avoid drastic tax reform, the inflow of Austrian and other
foreign capital also helped to prevent major divergence in the two
countries' tax systems, preserving the essential character of
the tax union between them. Economic growth had proceeded
relatively rapidly in Hungary under government tutelage, so
that when Austrian investors began to withdraw their savings
from Hungarian government securities in 1894, tax revenues
were sufficiently large to absorb much of the pressure. 34
Far less can be said at this point about the financing of
Austrian government deficits (see footnote 28). If the pattern of
deficits and surpluses in ordinary expenditure roughly reproduces that for all expenditure, then the Austrian sequence
resembles very much the situation in Hungary: a few surplus
years at the beginning, deficits beginning in the 1870s and
continuing throughout the 1880s, then nearly continuous
surpluses after the tax reform of the late 1880s until at least
the first few years after the turn of the century. This accords
roughly with the pattern of growth (and occasional shrinkage)
of Austrian state debt, which increased about thirtyfold during
the years of the Dual Monarchy, and on which the interest
payments at the end of the period exceeded the principal at
the beginning of the years under review. 35 T h e debt grew, the
currency remained stable, and Austria herself was a net importer of capital. She, like Hungary, appears to have been able to
take advantage of the favorable capital-market conditions to
tap both the savings of her own citizens and those of foreigners.
The period of the Dual Monarchy appears to have been one
of very favourable fiscal conditions, especially when compared
to the chaos of the earlier time.
5. Developments
of significance for the tax union:
some
speculations
For a brief time, Austria-Hungary was a nearly complete tax
union. Independent developments in both countries, mainly in
the sphere of direct taxation, then took the Dual Monarchy

away from this position, so that soon the tax union was
concentrated only in the area of indirect taxes, with but a loose
and partial harmonization in direct taxation. As time passed,
the increasing share of indirect taxes in the revenue of both
countries implies that after the early moves away from tax
harmonization, the tax union became closer again simply
because the p a r t of the system in which union was very close
increased in relative importance as a revenue source.
With respect to the financing of "common affairs," there
were two changes with minor, and probably nearly exactly
offsetting effects on the closeness of tax union. First, the increases
in Hungary's Quota share, since Hungary relied more heavily
on direct taxes than did Austria, would — ceteris paribus —
marginally decrease that closeness. On the other hand, a change
in the rebate system on goods exported outside the Monarchy
operated in the opposite direction: consumption taxes on these
exports were rebated out of tariff revenue before that revenue was
applied to common affairs, reducing net tariff receipts (they
actually became negative in 1881). After 1888, these rebates were
given from the revenue of consumption taxes themselves. Since
about 80 per cent of the rebates went to Austria, whose Quota
share never exceeded 70 per cent, the change in the rebate system
reduced the effective burden of common affairs for Hungary,
a n d increased it for Austria. By the same reasoning as used
for the Quota change above, this change would — ceteris paribus
— marginally increase the closeness of tax union.
Any improvement in the degree of "closeness" of the tax
union during the latter part of the Dualist era should, then,
have come about almost entirely through the mere fact of increase in the share of indirect taxation in the revenue systems
of both countries, and not as the result of any concerted effort
at tax harmonization between Austria and Hungary. Closer
tax union, ceteris paribus, should imply a reduction in distortions in factor movements. T h e dramatic movements of capital
between the two partners a n d the striking changes in their
magnitudes are not by themselves, of course, evidence of any
distortions whatsoever. Such distortions in the flows as might
have been induced by the taxation systems of the two countries
seem likely to have favored capital inflow into Hungary, since
in particular the Hungarian system did not discriminate against
corporations a n d large enterprises, as did the Austrian system. 36

Although there were Austrian complaints that the Hungarian
government program of industrial promotion, which included
tax holidays as an incentive, siphoned away capital which
otherwise would have been invested in Austria, there were equally
vociferous complaints from the Hungarian side that the program
was ineffective, and that Hungarian firms could not get a
foothold because of the competition of established Austrian
enterprise. 37 Since there is little evidence in the data that the
Hungarian industrial promotion program succeeded either in
promoting exports or replacing imports, it does not seem likely
that differences in the tax systems had anything more than a
marginal impact on the flow of capital between the two partners. If this be the case, then reduction of distortions through
a somewhat greater degree of closeness of tax union must have
been very small indeed.
Besides the change in the rebate system for consumption
taxes mentioned above, the Hungarians also sought and secured
a change in the tax system itself in 1899, when taxes collected
at point of production now nevertheless were to accrue to the
Treasury of the country where the goods were consumed. This
change from the "origin principle" to the "destination principle" should have had no production impact whatever, since
producers in both countries were still equally burdened by the
tax, and outside producers still had the same common tariff to
contend with. The revenue impact could have been considerable, however, and the Hungarians clearly thought it would
be to their advantage. T h e only consumption tax in which the
data reveal a sustained increase after 1900 over the levels of
1899 and previous years is, unfortunately for this hypothesis,
the sugar tax. Because the sugar cartel had divided the market
so effectively by 1900 that sugar exports from one partner to
the other had virtually ceased, the explanation for the enhanced
sugar tax receipts must be sought in changes in the tax itself. 38
Indeed, since sugar tax revenue increased markedly in Austria as
well, we cannot find any evidence for a "tax diversion effect"
of any significant size.
Within this restricted framework of tax union analysis, it
is obvious that a great deal of work needs to be done before
anything very concrete might be said about the impact of the
differences in Austrian and Hungarian fiscal systems on output or factor allocation in their common market. W h a t I have

tried to demonstrate is what could be done if more resources
were applied to these questions. In the area of public finance
more broadly conceived, other important questions have also
been highlighted. One that seems particularly important to a
more rational and less emotional analysis of the Quota question is the question of tax effort. The Quota was supposed to
be determined by a formula based on taxpaying capacity, but the
two sides could never agree on a single formula. Now that estimates of national income and income per capita, at least for
the final years of the Dual Monarchy, are beginning to become
available, perhaps it is time to turn to the question of whether
or not the Quota shares were in accord with, or diverged significantly from, the ability of the two partners to pay. Other
interesting and important questions will no doubt occur to
members of this readership. It is a safe bet that the existing
scholarly literature will give no satisfactory answers to those
questions, since the entire area of public finance, as the introduction tries to point out, is virtually tabula rasa for AustriaHungary.
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